[The history of German psychiatry from the viewpoint of French psychiatrists].
The reception of German psychiatry by the French psychiatrists has been influenced by material elements, such as the knowledge of the German language and/or the disposability of translations, but even more by factors of a general nature. The main reason has been the perception by the French psychiatrists of the progressive loss of influence of their own school, initially the leading one in the world, in favour of the German, a change which began with Griesinger and became evident at the time of Kraepelin. Around 1850, as demonstrated by many papers written by leading French psychiatrists, the interest both for the theoretical aspects of German psychiatry and for its care system was great. The judgements were extremely positive, although French authors tended to contrast the philosophical outlook of the Germans with their own concrete clinical approach. The war of 1870-71 produced no radical change. But the growing influence of German psychiatry induced negative reactions whose main target was the work of Kraepelin, and especially his synthesis of Dementia praecox which was in direct opposition with the then dominant concepts of Magnan. The French opinion was divided between defenders and adversaries of Kraepelin's ideas. In the years immediately preceding World War I the attacks increased. The alleged contrast between the descriptive clinical (and according to a German author like Jaspers literary and superficial) French psychiatry and the scientific theoretical (and for the most aggressive French authors valueless) German one was a recurrent theme. The nationalistic tone reached on the French side its apex during the war years, some faint traces remaining several years after 1920. But on the whole the influence of the concepts proposed by German speaking authors, not only Kraepelin, but also Bleuler, Kretschmer, Freud among others was then on the increase. After 1945, contrasting with the years after World War I, no hostility against German psychiatry can be detected, as testified by the choice of the main speakers by the French organizers of the First World Congress of Psychiatry in 1950. The creation in 1984 of the Association of European Psychiatrists, an initiative taken jointly by the French and German psychiatrists, can be considered as the symbolic conclusion of the relations between the two national schools.